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Summary. In this article, we mainly discuss linear combination of vectors in Real
Unitary Space and dimension of the space. As the result, we obtain some theorems that are
similar to those in Real Linear Space.
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The articles [10], [5], [17], [12], [2], [18], [1], [3], [4], [14], [11], [6], [13], [16], [9], [15], [8], and
[7] provide the notation and terminology for this paper.

1. DEFINITION AND FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OFL INEAR COMBINATION

LetV be a real unitary space and letA be a subset ofV. The functor Lin(A) yielding a strict subspace
of V is defined as follows:

(Def. 1) The carrier of Lin(A) = {∑ l : l ranges over linear combinations ofA}.

We now state a number of propositions:

(1) LetV be a real unitary space,A be a subset ofV, andx be a set. Thenx∈ Lin(A) if and
only if there exists a linear combinationl of A such thatx = ∑ l .

(2) For every real unitary spaceV and for every subsetA of V and for every setx such that
x∈ A holdsx∈ Lin(A).

(3) For every real unitary spaceV holds Lin( /0the carrier ofV) = 0V .

(4) For every real unitary spaceV and for every subsetA of V such that Lin(A) = 0V holds
A = /0 or A = {0V}.

(5) LetV be a real unitary space,W be a strict subspace ofV, andA be a subset ofV. If A= the
carrier ofW, then Lin(A) = W.

(6) For every strict real unitary spaceV and for every subsetA of V such thatA = the carrier
of V holds Lin(A) = V.

(7) For every real unitary spaceV and for all subsetsA, B of V such thatA⊆ B holds Lin(A)
is a subspace of Lin(B).
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(8) For every strict real unitary spaceV and for all subsetsA, B of V such that Lin(A) = V and
A⊆ B holds Lin(B) = V.

(9) For every real unitary spaceV and for all subsetsA, B of V holds Lin(A∪B) = Lin(A)+
Lin(B).

(10) For every real unitary spaceV and for all subsetsA, B of V holds Lin(A∩B) is a subspace
of Lin(A)∩Lin(B).

(11) LetV be a real unitary space andA be a subset ofV. SupposeA is linearly independent.
Then there exists a subsetB of V such thatA⊆ B andB is linearly independent and Lin(B) =
the unitary space structure ofV.

(12) LetV be a real unitary space andA be a subset ofV. Suppose Lin(A) =V. Then there exists
a subsetB of V such thatB⊆ A andB is linearly independent and Lin(B) = V.

2. DEFINITION OF THE BASIS OFREAL UNITARY SPACE

Let V be a real unitary space. A subset ofV is called a basis ofV if:

(Def. 2) It is linearly independent and Lin(it) = the unitary space structure ofV.

We now state three propositions:

(13) LetV be a strict real unitary space andA be a subset ofV. If A is linearly independent, then
there exists a basisI of V such thatA⊆ I .

(14) For every real unitary spaceV and for every subsetA of V such that Lin(A) =V there exists
a basisI of V such thatI ⊆ A.

(15) LetV be a real unitary space andA be a subset ofV. If A is linearly independent, then there
exists a basisI of V such thatA⊆ I .

3. SOME THEOREMS OFL IN , SUM , CARRIER

One can prove the following propositions:

(16) LetV be a real unitary space,L be a linear combination ofV, A be a subset ofV, andF be
a finite sequence of elements of the carrier ofV. Suppose rngF ⊆ the carrier of Lin(A). Then
there exists a linear combinationK of A such that∑(L F) = ∑K.

(17) LetV be a real unitary space,L be a linear combination ofV, andA be a subset ofV.
Suppose the support ofL⊆ the carrier of Lin(A). Then there exists a linear combinationK of
A such that∑L = ∑K.

(18) LetV be a real unitary space,W be a subspace ofV, andL be a linear combination ofV.
Suppose the support ofL ⊆ the carrier ofW. Let K be a linear combination ofW. Suppose
K = L�the carrier ofW. Then the support ofL = the support ofK and∑L = ∑K.

(19) LetV be a real unitary space,W be a subspace ofV, andK be a linear combination ofW.
Then there exists a linear combinationL of V such that the support ofK = the support ofL
and∑K = ∑L.

(20) LetV be a real unitary space,W be a subspace ofV, andL be a linear combination ofV.
Suppose the support ofL ⊆ the carrier ofW. Then there exists a linear combinationK of W
such that the support ofK = the support ofL and∑K = ∑L.

(21) For every real unitary spaceV and for every basisI of V and for every vectorv of V holds
v∈ Lin(I).
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(22) LetV be a real unitary space,W be a subspace ofV, andA be a subset ofW. SupposeA
is linearly independent. Then there exists a subsetB of V such thatB is linearly independent
andB = A.

(23) LetV be a real unitary space,W be a subspace ofV, andA be a subset ofV. SupposeA is
linearly independent andA⊆ the carrier ofW. Then there exists a subsetB of W such thatB
is linearly independent andB = A.

(24) LetV be a real unitary space,W be a subspace ofV, andA be a basis ofW. Then there
exists a basisB of V such thatA⊆ B.

(25) LetV be a real unitary space andA be a subset ofV. SupposeA is linearly independent.
Let v be a vector ofV. If v ∈ A, then for every subsetB of V such thatB = A\ {v} holds
v /∈ Lin(B).

(26) LetV be a real unitary space,I be a basis ofV, andA be a non empty subset ofV. Suppose
A missesI . Let B be a subset ofV. If B = I ∪A, thenB is linearly dependent.

(27) LetV be a real unitary space,W be a subspace ofV, andA be a subset ofV. If A⊆ the
carrier ofW, then Lin(A) is a subspace ofW.

(28) LetV be a real unitary space,W be a subspace ofV, A be a subset ofV, andB be a subset
of W. If A = B, then Lin(A) = Lin(B).

4. SUBSPACES OFREAL UNITARY SPACE GENERATED BY ONE, TWO, OR THREE VECTORS

Next we state a number of propositions:

(29) LetV be a real unitary space,v be a vector ofV, andx be a set. Thenx∈ Lin({v}) if and
only if there exists a real numbera such thatx = a·v.

(30) For every real unitary spaceV and for every vectorv of V holdsv∈ Lin({v}).

(31) LetV be a real unitary space,v, w be vectors ofV, andx be a set. Thenx∈ v+Lin({w})
if and only if there exists a real numbera such thatx = v+a·w.

(32) LetV be a real unitary space,w1, w2 be vectors ofV, andx be a set. Thenx∈ Lin({w1,w2})
if and only if there exist real numbersa, b such thatx = a·w1 +b·w2.

(33) For every real unitary spaceV and for all vectorsw1, w2 of V holdsw1 ∈ Lin({w1,w2})
andw2 ∈ Lin({w1,w2}).

(34) LetV be a real unitary space,v, w1, w2 be vectors ofV, andx be a set. Thenx ∈ v+
Lin({w1,w2}) if and only if there exist real numbersa, b such thatx = v+a·w1 +b·w2.

(35) Let V be a real unitary space,v1, v2, v3 be vectors ofV, and x be a set. Thenx ∈
Lin({v1,v2,v3}) if and only if there exist real numbersa, b, c such thatx= a·v1+b·v2+c·v3.

(36) For every real unitary spaceV and for all vectorsw1, w2, w3 of V holds w1 ∈
Lin({w1,w2,w3}) andw2 ∈ Lin({w1,w2,w3}) andw3 ∈ Lin({w1,w2,w3}).

(37) LetV be a real unitary space,v, w1, w2, w3 be vectors ofV, andx be a set. Thenx ∈
v+Lin({w1,w2,w3}) if and only if there exist real numbersa, b, c such thatx = v+a ·w1 +
b·w2 +c·w3.

(38) For every real unitary spaceV and for all vectorsv, w of V such thatv ∈ Lin({w}) and
v 6= 0V holds Lin({v}) = Lin({w}).

(39) Let V be a real unitary space andv1, v2, w1, w2 be vectors ofV. Supposev1 6= v2

and{v1,v2} is linearly independent andv1 ∈ Lin({w1,w2}) andv2 ∈ Lin({w1,w2}). Then
Lin({w1,w2}) = Lin({v1,v2}) and{w1,w2} is linearly independent andw1 6= w2.
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5. AUXILIARY THEOREMS

We now state several propositions:

(40) For every real unitary spaceV and for every setx holdsx∈ 0V iff x = 0V .

(41) LetV be a real unitary space andW1, W2, W3 be subspaces ofV. If W1 is a subspace ofW3,
thenW1∩W2 is a subspace ofW3.

(42) LetV be a real unitary space andW1, W2, W3 be subspaces ofV. SupposeW1 is a subspace
of W2 and a subspace ofW3. ThenW1 is a subspace ofW2∩W3.

(43) LetV be a real unitary space andW1, W2, W3 be subspaces ofV. SupposeW1 is a subspace
of W3 andW2 is a subspace ofW3. ThenW1 +W2 is a subspace ofW3.

(44) LetV be a real unitary space andW1, W2, W3 be subspaces ofV. If W1 is a subspace ofW2,
thenW1 is a subspace ofW2 +W3.

(45) LetV be a real unitary space,W1, W2 be subspaces ofV, andv be a vector ofV. If W1 is a
subspace ofW2, thenv+W1 ⊆ v+W2.
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